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Re eived

We introdu e the notions of premonoidal ategory and premonoidal fun tor, and show
how these an be used in the denotational semanti s of programming languages. We
hara terize the semanti de nitions of Eugenio Moggi's monads as notions of
omputation, exhibit a representation theorem for our premonoidal setting in terms of
monads, and give a brational setting for the stru ture.

1. Introdu tion
Eugenio Moggi, in (Moggi 1991), advo ated the use of monads, equivalently Kleisli triples,
to model what he alled notions of omputation. The idea was that one has a base
ategory C su h as the ategory of ! - pos, in whi h to model ordinary, total programs,
without any exoti features su h as partiality, nondeterminism, side-e e ts, or ex eptions.
One onsiders a monad T on C and models the language extended by the spe i notion
of omputation at hand in the Kleisli ategory for the monad. He also onsidered added
onditions and stru ture on su h a monad, namely the mono requirement, a tensorial
strength (assuming C has nite produ ts), and the ommutativity of su h strength.
Here, we reformulate his theory. We take the base ategory and the ategory providing
the denotational semanti s of the extended language as primitive, and add extra stru ture
and onditions to those and the in lusion fun tor of the rst into the se ond. This more
exible and somewhat more general framework allows us to model sequential omposition
of programs dire tly by sequential omposition in our extended ategory, rather than
by a sometimes omplex onstru tion involving a monad. It ts at least as well with
all the examples, and better with some of them, su h as side-e e ts. In parti ular, it
allows us to hara terize Milner et.al.'s ontrol stru tures, (Mifsud et al. 1995; Power
y
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1996), for modelling on urren y. Also, our mathemati al primitives orrespond naturally
and dire tly to omputational phenomena su h as produ t types and onditions upon
them (see (Power and Robinson 1995)). Finally, it puts us in a more exible position to
model modularity in onsidering several notions of omputation at on e (see (Power and
Robinson 1995) for an example).
In undertaking this study, we need to introdu e a new on ept, whi h we have alled a
premonoidal stru ture. In studying semanti s of programming languages, ategories with
stru ture su h as nite sums and produ ts, exponentials, natural numbers obje ts, and
dire ted olimits are used to model primitive programming onstru tions: premonoidal
stru ture is used in a similar way. A premonoidal ategory is essentially a monoidal
ategory ex ept that the tensor need only be a fun tor of two variables and not ne essarily
be bifun torial, i.e., given maps f : x ! y and f 0 : x0 ! y 0 , the evident two maps
from x x0 to y y 0 may di er.
For an instan e of the use of premonoidal ategories, in analysing side-e e ts, one
may model a program from A to B by a fun tion from [A℄ S to [B ℄ S , where S is
the set of states and [A℄ and [B ℄ denote types of values. Given another program, to be
modelled by a fun tion from [A0 ℄ S to [B 0 ℄ S , one obtains two di erent fun tions
from [A℄ [A0 ℄ S to [B ℄ [B 0 ℄ S , either of whi h ould model the omposite of the
programs, dependent upon the order in whi h they are performed. One annot des ribe
su h behaviour in a monoidal ategory of denotations of types and programs owing to the
presen e of bifun toriality in the monoidal operation (see Example 3.4 for more detail).
A similar situation arises in modelling the raising of ex eptions and again in modelling
nondeterminism by trees. For an analysis of the latter, see (Anderson and Power 1996).
So we drop the assumption of bifun toriality, giving rise to our de nition, whi h appears
in Se tion 3.
As for monoidal ategories, a oheren e question for premonoidal ategories immediately arises: one wants all diagrams determined by the stru tural natural transformations
to ommute, giving unambiguous fun tions from a domain formed by an arbitrary number
of tensor produ ts. This allows us to speak unambiguously of the semanti s of programs
of several variables, rather than just two, as it in e e t asserts that variable introdu tion
be asso iative. So we take are with our de nition in order to prove su h a result in
Se tion 3.
In Se tions 2 and 3, we develop the de nition and basi results for premonoidal ategories. We address premonoidal stru ture in the presen e of nite sums to model onditionals, and, with an eye to re ursion, we ensure that our onstru tions enri h over the
ategory of ! - pos with least element, although not expli itly making mu h mention of
it. We do not yet have a satisfa tory a ount of higher order types in this generality.
We do not imply that higher order types are unimportant: we just do not know how to
handle them yet. There are several possible de nitions of losed premonoidal ategory;
but it is not lear yet whi h is de nitive, as we have little relevant theory and no properly
worked out examples. So we defer it.
In order to model exoti features of programming languages, it is useful to keep a ount
of a ategory in whi h to model standard features. For instan e, to model partiality, one
analyses a ategory D of partial maps in terms of a ategory C of total maps. See, for
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instan e, (Fiore 1996; Fiore and Plotkin 1994) for an a ount of partiality treated as a
spe ial ase of the general approa h we will take here. There is a stru ture preserving
faithful fun tor j : C ! D that is the identity on obje ts, exhibiting the total maps as
being among the partial maps and representing the idea that stri tly terminating programs are among all programs, onsistent with sequential omposition. One is interested
in nite produ ts in C as they model tupling, or the modelling of programs of several
variables. These are sent by j to a monoidal stru ture on D: but there may be many
monoidal stru tures on D, and this one is typi ally not the nite produ t stru ture; so it
is onveniently des ribed as that monoidal stru ture on D that extends nite produ ts
on C . This situation is typi al. For example, details for the modelling of nondeterminism appear in (Anderson and Power 1996). So it seems natural to develop ma hinery
to handle stru ture on two ategories, C and D, the latter in terms of the former. One
wants the fun tor j : C ! D to preserve some of the stru ture of C in order to ensure
that one preserves the modularity of the semanti s of the basi programs when passing
from the ategory of total maps to that of partial maps. In parti ular, one would like j
to preserve nite sums, as that yields the preservation of the semanti s of onditionals.
One wants j : C ! D to be faithful as that ensures that one makes two basi programs
equivalent in D if and only if they were made equivalent in C .
As we mentioned at the start, we are addressing the same question as that addressed
by Moggi using monads. Our appoa h is somewhat more general. In Se tion 4, we hara terize all the main ategory theoreti de nitions asso iated with Moggi's monads as
an internalization of our pair of ategories and fun tor with stru ture as above, and
we give an example arising from on urren y of the greater generality of our approa h.
A priori, our external onstru tions stri tly generalise his internal onstru tions. However, that generality is a little de eptive. In Se tions 5 and 6, we prove a representation
theorem to the e e t that, subje t to a size ondition and a few side onditions, our
onstru tion j : C ! D an be embedded into the left adjoint part of a Kleisli onstru tion, respe ting the stru ture that internalizes to Moggi's stru ture on monads. We
require ommutativity of the monad, equivalently that the premonoidal stru ture on D
be monoidal, to do that; but modulo that and the size and side onditions, our mathemati al stru tures are formally equivalent to his. Finally, in Se tion 7, we show that
premonoidal stru ture allows the onstru tion of the simple bration, as is usually applied to ategories with nite produ ts, and then we give a brational a ount of our
leading result in those terms.

2. The other symmetri monoidal losed stru ture on Cat
It is well known that Cat is a artesian losed ategory. It is not so well known that there
is pre isely one other symmetri monoidal losed stru ture on Cat. The exponential
C ! D is given by the set of fun tors from C to D, with a morphism from g to h being
the assignment of an arrow x : gx ! hx to ea h obje t x of C . The omposition is
obvious. We shall all an arrow of C ! D a transformation. So, a natural transformation
is a transformation subje t to a ommutativity ondition.
The tensor produ t may be des ribed in terms of a universal property: it is the universal
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A for whi h one has, for ea h obje t x of C , a fun tor hx : D ! A and for ea h obje t y
of D, a fun tor ky : C ! A su h that hx y = ky x for ea h (x; y ). The unit of the tensor

produ t is the unit ategory.
Expli itly, the tensor produ t C D of C and D has as obje t set ObC  ObD, and
an arrow from (x; y ) to (x0 ; y 0 ) onsists of a nite sequen e of nonidentity arrows, with
alternate arrows forming a dire ted path in C , and the others forming a dire ted path in
D. Composition is given by on atenation, then an ellation a orded by the omposition
of C and D. The symmetry is obvious.
We shall denote this symmetri monoidal losed stru ture by Cat0 . Observe that the
identity is part of a monoidal fun tor from Cat0 to Cat, the monoidal ategory determined
by the artesian stru ture of Cat.
We remark that C
: Cat ! Cat is not a 2-fun tor. An analysis of 2- ategori al
issues is unne essary for our spe i purposes here, so we defer it.

3. Premonoidal ategories

is a monoid in Cat0 .
Every stri t monoidal ategory is a stri t premonoidal ategory, as follows from the fa t
that the identity is a monoidal fun tor from Cat0 to Cat. A stri t premonoidal ategory
is essentially the same as a stri t monoidal ategory ex ept that one does not assert that
the evident two maps from x x0 to y y 0 , given maps from x to y , and from x0 to y 0 ,
agree.
Just as monoidal ategories are more ommon and usually more natural than stri t
monoidal ategories, the leading examples of the phenomenon we want to address form
premonoidal ategories rather than stri t premonoidal ategories. However, it will take
some time to rea h the de nition of the former. So, for on reteness, an example of a
stri t premonoidal ategory is given by
Example 3.1. Let M be a monoid. Regard M as a one obje t ategory, and onsider
the map from M  M to M determined by the multipli ation of M . This gives a stri t
premonoidal ategory. It is stri t monoidal if and only if M is ommutative.
For a more substantial example,
Example 3.2. Let C be a small ategory, and let [C; C ℄u denote the ategory of endofun tors on C and transformations between them. Composition of endofun tors with
ea h other and with transformations endows [C; C ℄u with a stri t premonoidal stru ture.
In order to generalise from stri t premonoidal ategories to premonoidal ategories
and be sure our on ept has some de nitive status, we need to generalise the oheren e
theorem for monoidal ategories to premonoidal ategories. The oheren e theorem allows
us to speak unambiguously of maps from an n-fold tensor produ t. To obtain su h a
oheren e result, we need a little deli a y in de ning a premonoidal ategory. So we say
De nition 3.2. A binoidal ategory is a ategory C together with a fun tor : C C !
C.
Spelling this out by unwrapping the de nition of C C , a binoidal ategory amounts

De nition 3.1. A stri
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to a ategory C together with, for ea h obje t x of C , fun tors hx : C ! C and
kx : C ! C su h that for ea h pair (x; y) of obje ts of C , hx y = ky x. The joint value is
denoted x y .

De nition 3.3. An arrow f : x ! y in a binoidal ategory is entral if for every arrow
f 0 : x0 ! y0 , the two omposites from x x0 to y y0 agree, and the two omposites
from x0 x to y 0 y agree, and will be denoted f f 0 and f 0 f respe tively. (Note

that we only use this notation when one of the maps involved is entral. It is not well
de ned for arbitrary maps.)
It follows from the de nition that, in the presen e of natural asso iativity of , whi h
will be part of the de nition of premonoidal ategory, if f : x ! y is entral and z is
any obje t of C , then hz (f ) : z x ! z y and kz (f ) : x z ! y z are entral.

De nition 3.4. Given a binoidal ategory C , a natural transformation : g =) h :
B ! C is alled entral if every omponent of is entral.
Observe again that, in the presen e of natural asso iativity of , if : g =) h : B !
C is entral and k : A ! C is any fun tor, then
k : g k =) h k : B A ! C
is a natural transformation and is entral, and dually.

De nition 3.5. A premonoidal ategory is a binoidal ategory C together with an obje t
I of C , and entral natural isomorphisms a with omponents (x y) z ! x (y z ),
l with omponents x ! x I , and r with omponents x ! I x, subje t to two
equations: the pentagon expressing oheren e of a, and the triangle expressing oheren e
of l and r with respe t to a.
Observe that every monoidal ategory is a premonoidal ategory, as is every stri t
premonoidal ategory. Having de ned the notion of premonoidal ategory, we an immediately make a subsidiary de nition of fundamental importan e, that of the entre of a
premonoidal ategory. This on ept generalises that of the entre of a group and yields
the easiest proof of oheren e for premonoidal ategories. It is also needed to hara terize
strong monads and their various onditions in this setting.

De nition 3.6. Given a premonoidal ategory C , de ne the entre of C to be the
sub ategory of C onsisting of all the obje ts of C and the entral morphisms.
We denote the entre of a premonoidal ategory C by Z (C ). As mentioned earlier, in
the presen e of natural asso iativity of , as we have in the de nition of premonoidal
ategory, hz and kz preserve entral maps. It immediately follows that we have

Proposition 3.1. The entre of a premonoidal ategory is a monoidal ategory.
For a simple example of the entre of a premonoidal ategory,

Example 3.3. If G is a group regarded as a one obje t premonoidal ategory as in
Example 3.1, the entre of G agrees with the usual de nition for a group.
We an now prove oheren e for premonoidal ategories as follows.

Theorem 3.1. Every diagram built from the stru tural natural transformations in the
de nition of a premonoidal ategory ommutes.
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Proof. Sin e the entre of a premonoidal ategory is a monoidal ategory and all the
stru tural maps are entral, the result follows immediately from oheren e for a monoidal
ategory as in Kelly's re nement (Kelly 1964) of Ma Lane's proof.
We now turn to the de nition of a symmetri premonoidal ategory.
De nition 3.7. A symmetry for a premonoidal ategory is a entral natural isomorphism
with omponents : x y ! y x, satisfying the two onditions 2 = 1 and equality of
the evident two maps from (x y ) z to z (x y ). A symmetri premonoidal ategory
is a premonoidal ategory together with a symmetry.
Theorem 3.2. Every diagram built from the stru tural natural transformations in the
de nition of a symmetri premonoidal ategory ommutes.
Proof. As for premonoidal ategories, this is a onsequen e of the result for symmetri
monoidal ategories.
We now de ne the notion of premonoidal fun tor. Most of the de nition is a routine
generalisation of that of monoidal fun tor. However, we need to justify our demand that
premonoidal fun tors send entral maps to entral maps. In order to form a omposite of
premonoidal fun tors, one needs stru tural maps to be sent to entral maps. In parti ular,
a premonoidal fun tor is equipped with a stru tural map of the form g : ga gb !
g(a b), so in order to de ne a omposite, we must demand that all maps that may
be of that form be sent to entral maps, and the simplest reasonable ondition that
ensures that that is the ase is the ondition that entrality be preserved. So we make
the following de nition.
De nition 3.8. A premonoidal fun tor (g; g; g^) : C ! D is a fun tor g : C ! D that
sends entral maps to entral maps, together with entral natural transformations with
omponents g : ga gb ! g (a b) and g^ : I ! g (I ), subje t to the three equations
expressing oheren e with a, l and r. An oppremonoidal fun tor is a premonoidal fun tor
but with the natural transformations in the reverse dire tion. A premonoidal fun tor is
alled strong or stri t when g and g^ are isomorphisms or identities respe tively.
Theorem 3.3. Every diagram built from the stru tural natural transformations in the
de nition of premonoidal fun tor ommutes.
One may similarly generalise the de nition and oheren e theorem for symmetri
monoidal fun tors to symmetri premonoidal fun tors and oheren e for them. Small
premonoidal ategories and premonoidal fun tors form a ategory. It is routine to dene premonoidal natural transformations too, and prove that, together with premonoidal
ategories and fun tors, they yield a 2- ategory. However, we will not need premonoidal
natural transformations for our purposes here.
For an example of how these de nitions work in pra ti e, onsider the modelling of
side-e e ts. The following amounts to a reformulation of Moggi's side-e e ts monad, with
a little extra generality in that the base ategory need only be assumed to be symmetri
monoidal, without any losed stru ture.
Example 3.4. Let C be a symmetri monoidal ategory, and let S be an obje t of C .
De ne D to be the ategory with ObD = ObC , and D(x; y ) = C (x S; y S ), with the
evident omposition. Then D has a premonoidal stru ture su h that the anoni al fun tor
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j : C ! D given by sending an arrow f to f S is stri t premonoidal. Spe i ally,
the tensor operation applied to a pair of obje ts (x; y ) is determined by the monoidal
stru ture of C ; and given z and f : x S ! y S , de ne z f to be the evident map
from (z x) S to (z y ) S , and similarly, modulo the symmetry of C , for f z .
Observe that the fun tor j : C ! D fa tors through the entre of D. Moreover, sin e
the stru tural isomorphisms of D all lie in C , they are entral. Observe further that if
C = Set and S has at least two elements, then Z (D) = Set.
More generally, to see how monads with a strength t into our setting, onsider
Example 3.5. Let C be symmetri monoidal, and let T be a strong monad on C , with
KT the Kleisli ategory of T . Then KT has a premonoidal stru ture making the anoni al
fun tor from C to KT stri t premonoidal. We shall prove this, together with a onverse,
in Se tion 4. As in Example 3.4, the behaviour of the operation on obje ts is determined
by that on C . For its behaviour on morphisms, given z and f : x ! T y , de ne z f by
the omposite z x ! z T y ! T (z y ), and similarly modulo the symmetry of C
for f z . Observe that the fun tor j : C ! KT fa tors through Z (KT ). We shall show
later that the assertion that the premonoidal stru ture on KT is monoidal is equivalent
to the assertion that the strong monad is ommutative; in other words, T is ommutative
if and only if KT = Z (KT ).
Premonoidal stru ture allows us to model produ t types, but we also want to model
onditionals, and that means we need an a ount of nite sums. That is easy to add by
emulating the de nition of distributive ategory as in (Carboni et al. 1993) as follows.
De nition 3.9. A predistributive ategory is a premonoidal ategory with nite sums,
for whi h x
and
x preserve nite sums. A symmetri predistributive ategory is
a predistributive ategory together with a symmetry.
A distributive ategory is a predistributive ategory in whi h the premonoidal stru ture is monoidal; similarly for symmetri distributive ategories. It is evident how to
de ne strong predistributive fun tors and variants: they are strong premonoidal fun tors that preserve nite sums and variants. Examples 3.4 and 3.5 provide instan es of
predistributive ategories and stri t predistributive fun tors. The ondition that x
preserves nite sums ensures that the semanti s of programs of several variables behaves
well in the presen e of onditionals, f (Anderson and Power 1996).
4. Monads and premonoidal ategories as notions of omputation
To re all from Moggi's paper (Moggi 1991), a monad T is said to satisfy the mono
if the unit of the monad is a monomorphism pointwise. A tensorial strength
for a monad on a monoidal ategory is a natural transformation with omponents t :
x T y ! T (x y) subje t to the four oheren e onditions expressing oheren e
with respe t to the rest of the data for a monad and the asso iativity and right unit
isomorphisms. We de ne a ostrength for a monad on a monoidal ategory C to be
a strength for the monad regarded as a monad on Ct , whi h is the same ategory as
C but with the tensor twisted. Of ourse, if C is symmetri monoidal, then to give a
ostrength for T is equivalent to giving a strength for T . A bistrength for a monad on a
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monoidal ategory C onsists of a strength t and a ostrength s, su h that the evident
two indu ed maps from (x T y ) z to T ((x y ) z ) agree. A tensorial strength on a
symmetri monoidal ategory is ommutative if the evident two natural transformations
with omponents from T x T y to T (x y ) agree.
The entral fa ts for us in hara terizing Moggi's onstru tions are
Theorem 4.1. (Kleisli) Given a ategory C , to give a fun tor j : C ! D that is the
identity on obje ts and has a right adjoint is to give a monad on C .
Proof.
This is an immediate onsequen e of the Kleisli onstru tion: given j , the
indu ed monad is that determined by its right adjoint. Conversely, given a monad T ,
de ne D to be the Kleisli ategory for T , with j the in lusion of C into KT . These
onstru tions are mutually inverse (up to isomorphism of ategories).
Proposition 4.1. Given a monad T on a ategory C , T satis es the mono requirement
if and only if j : C ! KT is faithful.
Proof. This is an immediate onsequen e of the de nition of j in terms of T .
The two results above hara terize Moggi's omputational monads, whi h are de ned
to be monads that satisfy the mono requirement, in our terms. Of ourse, a fun tor that
has a right adjoint ne essarily preserves nite sums. So Moggi's basi setup, equivalently
a faithful identity on obje ts fun tor with right adjoint, is a spe ial ase of a stru ture we
would take as primitive, i.e., a faithful fun tor whi h preserves nite sums. Our approa h
in general is to start with a fun tor, then add stru ture to the ategories and fun tor:
a fundamental stru ture is one to a ount for ontexts. That leads us to a monoidal
ategory, a premonoidal ategory, and a strong premonoidal fun tor from the rst to the
se ond. In more spe ial ases, the monoidal stru ture may be asked to be nite produ t
stru ture, as for instan e in Set or the ategory of ! - po's. The premonoidal stru ture
may be asked to be monoidal, as for instan e in modelling on urren y, where a monoidal
stru ture is often used to model parallel omposition. We may also ask for the existen e
and preservation of nite sums as mentioned above.
To illustrate the extra generality we gain by this approa h, onsider the modelling of
on urren y. Re ently, Milner and olleagues have developed the on ept of a ontrol
stru ture (Mifsud et al. 1995) to model on urren y, leading examples being given by
variants of the  - al ulus and by Petri nets. Modulo two aveats, ontrol stru tures have
been proved equivalent to elementary ontrol stru tures (Power 1996), whi h we now
de ne.
Let M denote the free ategory with stri tly asso iative nite produ ts on a set P . If
P = 1, then M is equivalent to Setop
f , where Setf denotes the ategory of nite sets.
To de ne an elementary ontrol stru ture, we assume that P is given in advan e, as is a
set of ontrols K , ea h with arity information (the idea being that a ontrol takes any
parametrized family of arrows to a parametrized arrow, and the arity information spells
out the possible domains and odomains, details appear in (Mifsud et al. 1995; Power
1996)).
De nition 4.1. An elementary ontrol stru ture onsists of
| a stri t symmetri monoidal lo ally preordered ategory C ,
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| an identity on obje ts stri t symmetri monoidal fun tor j : M ! C0 su h that ea h
proje tion 2 : k  m ! m is maximal in C (k  m; m),
| for ea h ontrol K with asso iated arity information ((m1 ; n1 );    ; (mr ; nr )) 7! (m; n)
and ea h k , a fun tion C0 (k m1 ; n1 )   C0 (k  mr ; nr ) ! C0 (k  m; n), natural
with respe t to maps f : k ! k 0 in M .
It is routine to verify that the naturality ondition on ontrols may be expressed in
the form that the given family of fun tions forms a natural transformation between two
fun tors from M to Set.
This de nition of elementary ontrol stru ture pla es it immediately as an instan e of
the stru tures we onsider here. Note that the fun tor from M into C0 is not assumed to
have an adjoint, and there has been no reason to add that ondition in any of the work
to date: see (Mifsud et al. 1995; Hermida and Power 1995; Power 1996).
Returning to monads, spe i ally to Moggi's use of the strength of a monad, the
strength he introdu es orresponds exa tly, in the presen e of a monad, to symmetri
premonoidal stru ture, as we now make pre ise. We prove a series of results whi h allow
us to hara terize a strength for a monad in terms of a symmetri premonoidal stru ture,
then hara terize ommutativity for su h a strength as the natural ondition that the
symmetri premonoidal stru ture be symmetri monoidal.
Proposition 4.2. Let ;  : j a g : D ! C and suppose C is a monoidal ategory, D is
premonoidal, and j is stri t premonoidal. Let the orresponding monad on C be T . Then
T has a bistrength given as follows: t : x T y ! T (x y) is the adjoint orrespondent
of jx jy : j (x T y ) = jx jgjy ! jx jy = j (x y ), and the ostrength is given
dually.
Proof. Routine diagram hasing.
Theorem 4.2. Let C be a monoidal ategory, and let T be a monad on it. Then, to give
a bistrength for T is to give a premonoidal stru ture on KT su h that j : C ! KT is a
stri t premonoidal fun tor.
Proof.
Given a bistrength for T , and given f : x ! T y and z , de ne z f by
z x ! z T y ! T (z y) and de ne f z by x z ! T y z ! T (y z ),
using the strength and ostrength of T respe tively. Two of the axioms of a strength,
respe tively ostrength, plus the ompatibility ondition, ensure that a and r, respe tively
a and l, are natural in KT . That they are entral follows from the fa t that they are
arrows in C , and they satisfy the axioms be ause they do so in C . The other two axioms
for a strength, respe tively ostrength, ensure that z
, respe tively
z , is fun torial.
For the onverse, de ne t : x T y ! T (x y ) by x idTy , where idTy is regarded as
an arrow in KT from T y to y . Seen as su h, it is the y - omponent of the ounit of the
adjun tion. De ne s : T x y ! T (x y ) dually. The ondition on a stri t premonoidal
fun tor that for es j to fa tor through the entre of KT for es t and s to be natural.
In proving that these pro esses are mutually inverse, the tri ky part is to verify that,
starting with a premonoidal stru ture on KT , then applying the pro esses returns the
same premonoidal stru ture. Denote the monoidal stru ture on C by and the premonoidal stru ture on KT by . To elu idate the proof, we will denote obje ts of C by
x, y and z , and the same obje ts regarded as obje ts of KT by jx, jy and jz . Note that
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both the monad and the right adjoint to j are given by T . The two roles of T should
be lear from the ontext, but their sameness is essential. Given x and f : jy ! jz in
KT , we must show that jx f : j (x y) = jx jy ! jx jz = j (x z ) orresponds
under the adjun tion to x y ! x T jz ! T j (x z ), where the rst map is given
by x f, where f : y ! T jz orresponds under the adjun tion to f : jy ! jz , and
the se ond is the orrespondent of jx (idjTjz : jT jz ! jz ), equivalently jx jz ,
given by the ounit of the adjun tion. Sin e an adjun tion is natural in its domain, this
omposite is the orrespondent of the omposite in KT of j (x f) with jx jz , and that
this omposite equals jx f follows dire tly from the fa ts that j is stri t premonoidal,
jx
is fun torial, and the behaviour of the ounit of an adjun tion.
Corollary 4.1. Let C be a symmetri monoidal ategory with T a monad on it. Then to
give a bistrength for T that satis es the evident ompatibility ondition with respe t to
the ommutativity isomorphism is to give a monoidal stru ture on KT making j : C !
KT stri t monoidal.
Proof.
By the theorem, it suÆ es to prove that the premonoidal stru ture on KT
determined by a bistrength is monoidal if and only if the strength and ostrength are
ompatible with respe t to the ommutativity. The reverse dire tion follows by onsidering idTx idTy . The forward dire tion follows by inspe tion of the premonoidal stru ture
and by naturality.
Trivially, to give a ostrength on a symmetri monoidal ategory is equivalent to giving
a strength: one an obtain one from the other via two appli ations of symmetry. Moreover,
given a strength, the bistrength ondition on it and its orresponding ostrength follows
from its naturality with respe t to the ommutativity maps. So we have
Corollary 4.2. Let C be a symmetri monoidal ategory with T a monad on it. Then,
to give a strength for T is to give a symmetri premonoidal stru ture on KT that makes
j a stri t symmetri premonoidal fun tor.
Proof. The symmetry on KT ensures that the strength and ostrength orrespond.
Given stength and ostrength t : x T y ! T (x y ) and s : T y x ! T (y x), t is
x idTy , and s is idTy x.
Corollary 4.2 hara terizes Moggi's strong monads in our terms and in fa t is a little
more general, sin e Moggi onsiders only strong monads on a ategory with nite produ ts. Moreover, by Proposition 4.1, su h a strong monad will in addition satisfy Moggi's
mono requirement if and only if j is faithful. We an now hara terize those monads with
ommutative strength as follows.
Corollary 4.3. Let C be a symmetri monoidal ategory with T a monad on it. Then, to
give a ommutative strength for T is to give KT a symmetri monoidal stru ture making
j : C ! KT stri t symmetri monoidal.
Proof. In the ase that a strength and a ostrength orrespond via the ommutativity
isomorphism, the ompatibility ondition of Corollary 4.1 is pre isely the ommutativity
ondition for the strength.
For most of the ategories C of primary interest to us, su h as P oset and the ategory
of ! - pos with least element, C is symmetri monoidal losed. So to give a strength is
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to give an enri hment; but typi ally, as in P oset and the ategory of ! - pos with least
element, there is at most one su h. So there is typi ally only one symmetri premonoidal
stru ture on our ategory of omputations for whi h the in lusion j is stri t premonoidal.

5. Fa torization on Cat
In this se tion, we show that for the study of premonoidal, monoidal, or predistributive
stru ture, no substantial generality is lost in restri ting to fun tors j : C ! D that
are the identity on obje ts. We do that by proving that every fun tor stri tly preserving
su h stru ture fa tors as an identity on obje ts stru ture preserving fun tor followed by
a fully faithful one.
Theorem 5.1. Let (E; M ) be a fa torization system on a ategory C . Let T be a monad
on C su h that if eE , then T eE . Then (E; M ) lifts to a fa torization system (E 0 ; M 0 )
on T Alg for whi h the forgetful fun tor to C preserves both E 0 s and M 0 s.
0
0
Proof. Say f : (A; a) ! (B; b) is in E whenever fE , and say fM whenever fM .
All isomorphisms are in E 0 and M 0 , and both are losed under omposition. It remains
to show that fa torizations exist and that the diagonal ll-in property holds.
For the former, given any f : (A; a) ! (B; b), let f = m  e be its (E; M )- fa torization,
with e : A ! C . Consider b  T m  T e = m  e  a. Sin e T eE , the diagonal ll-in for
(E; M ) provides : T C ! C . Sin e eE and T T eE , applying the uni ity property for
the diagonal ll-in proves that (C; ) is a T -algebra. It is de ned to make e and m maps
of algebras.
For the latter, given a ommutative diagram g  e0 = m0  f in T Alg , by our de nitions of
E 0 and M 0 , e0 E and m0 M . So the diagonal ll-in property supplies unique h : B ! C
su h that h  e0 = f and m0  h = g . That h is a map of algebras follows from uni ity of
the diagonal ll-in and the fa t that T e0 E .
Proposition 5.1. The families B of bije tive on obje ts fun tors and F of fully faithful
fun tors form a fa torization system on Cat with the added property that for any diagram
of the form : g  e =) m  f with (e : C ! D)B , with (m : C 0 ! D0 )F , and with
an isomorphism, there exist unique h : D ! C 0 and : m  h =) g su h that h  e = f
and  e = .
Proof. Routine.
Corollary 5.1. For any monad T on Catg , the 2- ategory of small ategories, fun tors,
and natural isomorphisms, su h that if eB , then T eB , every pseudo-map of algebras
f : (A; a) ! (B; b) fa tors uniquely up to unique isomorphism as a stri t map that is
bije tive on obje ts followed by a pseudo-map that is fully faithful.
Proof. Essentially as for Theorem 5.1. This result is essentially proved in (Power 1989),
where it is used to show that every pseudo-T -algebra is equivalent to a stri t T -algebra.
Examples of su h monads are those whose algebras are monoidal ategories, symmetri
monoidal ategories, ategories with nite sums, and (symmetri ) distributive ategories.
We also require the well known and easily veri able result
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Proposition 5.2. Given any fun tor f : C ! D with right adjoint g, let f = h  j be
the (B; F )-fa torization of f . Then j has a right adjoint g  h. Thus, f fa tors through
the Kleisli ategory of g  f .
For de niteness, we hoose a (B; F )-fa torization of any fun tor f as f = h  j with j

the identity on obje ts.
These results justify the parti ular attention we pay to fun tors j : C ! D that are
the identity on obje ts, rather than any fun tor, respe ting sums and monoidal stru ture. Although not an instan e of Corollary 5.1, it is also true that the ordinary monad
for premonoidal ategories preserves B 0 s, so allows a stri t premonoidal fun tor to be
fa tored as one that is the identity on obje ts followed by a fully faithful one. The same
is true for all our variants su h as symmetri predistributive ategories.
Proposition 5.3. Let f = h  j be a (B; F )-fa torization. Then f is faithful if and only
if j is faithful.
Proof. Trivial.
Finally, observe that all of the above results enri h without diÆ ulty: so this a ount
extends to enri hment over the ategory of ! - po's with least element, whi h enables us
to model re ursion.

6. A representation theorem
Here, we should like to show that any small faithful identity on obje ts stri t predistributive fun tor embeds into the left adjoint part of the Kleisli onstru tion of a strong
monad that satis es the mono requirement on a ategory, preferably a small ategory. In
fa t, we annot yet prove su h a result in the full generality of symmetri premonoidal
stru ture, so restri t ourselves to symmetri monoidal stru ture: but we do orrespondingly strengthen the on lusion to nd a ommutative monad. Moreover, we an only
prove the faithfulness part under a mild extra ondition. Subje t to those reservations,
we an prove the result. This shows that formally we do not gain substantial generality
in passing from monads as notions of omputation to our setting for modelling notions
of omputation, although we will give some examples to show we gain some insight. The
value of our premonoidal ategory analysis lies not so mu h in its added generality as in
the new hoi e of mathemati al primitives.
Theorem 6.1. Let C and D be small ategories and let j : C ! D be the identity

on obje ts. Then there exist fully faithful fun tors inC : C ! C and inD : D ! D
 making the indu ed square
together with an identity on obje ts fun tor j : C ! D
 small.

ommute, and with j having a right adjoint. Moreover, we an hoose C and D
 be the free o ompletion of C , i.e., the fun tor ategory C op ! Set.
Proof. Let C
op
Then, sin e D
! Set is o omplete, j extends to a fun tor ^j : C ! (Dop ! Set)
with a right adjoint, the latter given by j op ! Set. We have enough hoi e in des ribing ^j
to ensure that it ommutes stri tly with j . Of ourse, ^j may not be the identity on obje ts.
 by the (B; F )-fa torization of ^j . By our hoi e of fa torization, j is the
So de ne j and D
identity on obje ts. We have inD by the diagonal ll-in property. By Proposition 5.2, j
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 to be small by taking the smallest full
has a right adjoint. Finally, we an for e C and D


sub ategories of C and D ontaining C and D respe tively and losed under the monad
or omonad respe tively.
Corollary 6.1. Let C and D be small (symmetri ) monoidal ategories, with identity
on obje ts stri t (symmetri ) monoidal j : C ! D. Then there exist small (symmetri )
 , fully faithful stri t (symmetri ) monoidal fun tors inC :
monoidal ategories C and D

C ! C and inD : D ! D together with an identity on obje ts stri t (symmetri )
 making the indu ed square ommute, and with j having a
monoidal fun tor j : C ! D
right adjoint.
op ! Set is the free
Proof. This follows from the theorem by use of the fa t that C
(symmetri ) monoidal o ompletion of a small (symmetri ) monoidal ategory C (see
(Im and Kelly 1986)).
Observe that in the orollary, the monoidal stru ture on C indu ed by that on C makes

C monoidal bi losed. The orollary shows that j embeds into the left adjoint part of the
Kleisli onstru tion for a ommutative monad.
Theorem 6.2. Given small symmetri distributive ategories C and D and identity on
obje ts stri t symmetri distributive j : C ! D, j embeds into the left adjoint part of
the Kleisli onstru tion for a ommutative monad on a small symmetri monoidal losed
ategory.
Proof. This is essentially the same proof as that for Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.1.
The only modi ations we need to make to the proof of the former are to repla e the free
o ompletion by the free o ompletion that respe ts nite sums, i.e., repla e C op ! Set
by F P (C op ! Set), the ategory of nite produ t preserving fun tors from C op to Set

(see (Kelly 1982) Theorems 5.86 and 6.11), and similarly for D, and in for ing C and D
to be small, lose under the monoidal losed stru ture and nite sums. The distributivity
ondition is ne essary be ause x
preserves olimits, and hen e has a right adjoint, if
and only if its restri tion to C preserves nite sums, equivalently distributivity.
Theorem 6.3. Let C and D be small symmetri distributive ategories, with j : C ! D
the identity on obje ts, stri t symmetri distributive and faithful. Assume moreover
that C has and x
and j preserve nite olimits. Then, j embeds into the Kleisli
onstru tion for a ommutative monad that satis es the mono requirement on a small
symmetri monoidal losed ategory.
Proof. The onstru tion is as for Theorem 6.1 ex ept for repla ing the free o ompletion of C by the free o ompletion that respe ts nite olimits, and repla ing the free
o ompletion of D by the free o ompletion that respe ts the nite olimits of those
diagrams that fa tor through j . Then, the proofs of Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.1 generalise easily. By Proposition 5.3, it remains to show that j is faithful. To do that, one
uses the fa t that the free o ompletion that respe ts nite olimits is F L(C op ! Set),
whi h is lo ally nitely presentable. So ltered olimits ommute with nite limits. Ea h
obje t of C is a ltered olimit of a diagram in C . Moreover, ea h obje t x of C is
nitely presentable in C , so ^j x is nitely presentable in Dop ! Set. Now suppose
^j h = ^j k : ^j a ! ^j b. Ea h h x with a = olim( ) fa tors through some y , where
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b = olim( ). By lteredness, we may assume ^j h x and ^j k y fa tor through the same
j y , and by lteredness again, both are equal as maps into j y . So, sin e j is faithful,

we are done.
We have shown that, modulo some side onditions, our general setting of a pair of
ategories with stru ture and a stru ture preserving fun tor j : C ! D that is the
identity on obje ts embeds into the Kleisli onstru tion for a monad with stru ture. So
in a sense, we gain little extra generality from our setting. However, that is somewhat
illusory. For instan e, in Example 4.1, the fun tor from M to C0 did not in general have a
right adjoint, and formally extending an elementary ontrol stru ture in order to for e an
adjoint to exist does not seem obviously warranted by analysis of on urren y. Another
example in whi h embedding to for e a right adjoint does not seem obviously warranted
is given by ontinuations as follows.
Example 6.1. As a rst attempt to model ontinuations, one may have a small ategory
C as base ategory, then for ategory D of ontinuations, have obje ts the same as those
of the base ategory, with a morphism from x to y being an ObC -indexed family of
morphisms from y ! z to x ! z . For size reasons, the in lusion j will not have a
right adjoint in general. By Theorem 6.1, we an embed j into a fun tor that does have
a right adjoint, but that adjoint has a di erent spirit to that of the relationship between
C and D as it involves a produ t, not over ObC but over ObC .
Continuations will be analysed by means of premonoidal ategories in the thesis of
Hayo Thiele ke. He gives a onsiderably more deli ate a ount of ontinuations than in
this example, but a premonoidal ategory is still the basi stru ture he requires.

7. A brational view
In this se tion, we show that premonoidal ategories allow the onstru tion of what
has been alled the simple bration: this onstru tion has usually been applied only to
ategories with nite produ ts, as super ially it appears that one requires nite produ ts
in order to make the onstru tion. The fa t that we an make this onstru tion and
reformulate our leading result in these terms o ers support to the idea that premonoidal
ategories are an appropriate stru ture with whi h to model ontexts: they seem a natural
general setting for the brational onstru tion and analysis.
De nition 7.1. A monoid in a premonoidal ategory C onsists of an obje t m of C ,
and entral maps  : m m ! m and  : I ! m, making the usual asso iativity and
unit diagrams ommute.
It follows from entrality of the two maps in the de nition of monoid that one has
the usual oheren e for a monoid, i.e., n-fold asso iativity is well de ned, and multiple
produ ts with units are also well de ned.
De nition 7.2. A monoid map from m to n in a premonoidal ategory C is a entral
map f : m ! n that ommutes with the multipli ation and units of the monoids.
Again, it follows from entrality that a monoid map preserves multiple appli ation of
multipli ation and units. Given a premonoidal ategory C , monoids and monoid maps
in C form a ategory Mon(C ) with omposition given by that of C .
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Trivially, any monoid m in a premonoidal ategory C yields a monad on C given by
, and any monoid map f : m ! n yields a map of monads from m
to n
,
and hen e a fun tor from Km , the Kleisli ategory of the monad m
, to Kn ,
that is the identity on obje ts.
Dualizing, given a premonoidal ategory C , a omonoid in C is de ned to be a monoid
in C op , and the above onstru tion dualizes, so that any omonoid yields a omonad
, and a Kleisli ategory K
for the omonad, all this fun torially. So letting
Comon(C ) denote the ategory of omonoids in C , we have a fun tor from Comon(C )op
to Cat, whi h we denote by sC .
If the premonoidal stru ture of C is given by nite produ ts, ea h obje t of C has a
unique omonoid stru ture, given by the diagonal and the unique map to the terminal
obje t, so Comon(C ) is isomorphi to C , and sC amounts to a bration over C . This
bration has sometimes been alled the simple bration over C , e.g., (Hermida and Ja obs
1995).
So, given a ategory C with nite produ ts, a premonoidal ategory D, and a stri t
premonoidal fun tor j : C ! D, the fun tor j fa tors through Comon(D): with mild
abuse of notation, we denote the indu ed fun tor from C to Comon(D) by j too. There
is a anoni al natural transformation ~j : sC =) sD  j : C op ! Cat, equivalently a
anoni al stri t map of brations from sC to the pullba k bration of sD along j : on the
bre over 1, it is j . Thus we have

m

Proposition 7.1. An identity on obje ts stri t premonoidal fun tor j : C ! D has a
right adjoint if and only if ~j : sC =) sD  j : C op ! Cat has a right adjoint.
Proof.

j (xy)

Sin e j is the identity on obje ts, any arrow of (sD  j )(x) is of the form f :
! z . The forward dire tion of the proposition follows immediately by naturality.

The onverse follows by onsideration of the natural transformation ~j evaluated at 1.

This orresponds to the result outlined in (Moggi 1991) to the e e t that to give a
strong monad on a ategory C with nite produ ts is to give a monad on the bration
sC . Putting that together with the above yields

Theorem 7.1. Given a ategory C with nite produ ts, the following are equivalent:
1 a symmetri premonoidal ategory D together with an identity on obje ts stri t symmetri premonoidal fun tor j : C ! D that has a right adjoint
2 a symmetri premonoidal ategory D together with an identity on obje ts stri t symmetri premonoidal fun tor j : C ! D su h that ~j : sC =) sD  j : C op ! Cat has
a right adjoint
3 a monad on sC
4 a strong monad on C .
Proof. Proposition 7.1 shows the equivalen e of 1 and 2. The equivalen e of 3 and 4
is routine, given the de nition of strength and the onstru tion of sC . The equivalen e
of 1 and 4 amounts to Corollary 4.2.
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